NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING

The fifth General Meeting of the Society for 1982 will be held in the Museum Education Building, North Terrace, Adelaide at

8.00PM MONDAY, 26 JULY, 1982

AGENDA

1. Apologies.

2. Minutes of Previous General Meeting.
   Minutes of the previous General Meeting, held Monday, 28 June, 1982 to be confirmed. A copy of these minutes is attached.

3. New Members.
   No new members were elected to the Society.

4. Papers and Journals.
   Papers and Journals from other Societies and Organizations will be tabled at the meeting.

5. Business.

6. Speaker.
   Dr. F.B. SEAR, Department of Classical Studies, University of Adelaide, will give an address to the Society entitled:

   PETRA AND PALMYRA

7. Supper.

VERN TOLCHER,
Honorary Secretary,
213 Greenhill Road,
EASTWOOD. S.A. 5063.

Telephone  Office  272 2311
            Home  .79 2193
MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING

MONDAY, 28 JUNE, 1982

held in the Museum Education Building, North Terrace, Adelaide at 8.00pm. The President, Mr. C. Stoyanoff, chaired the meeting. Fourteen (14) members and friends attended the meeting.

1. Apologies.
   Apologies were received from the following:

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting.
   The minutes of the previous General Meeting, held Monday, 24 May, 1982, having been circulated prior to the meeting, were taken as read and confirmed.

3. New Members.
   No new members were elected to the Society.

   Papers and Journals from other Societies and Organizations were tabled at the meeting.

5. Speaker.
   Ms. VAL POWER, Vice President Aboriginal Community Centre and President South Australian Aboriginal Culturaal Committee, gave and address to the Society entitled:

   LAND RIGHTS - VAL POWER'S POINT OF VIEW

1. Social Analysis

Social Analysis Journal of Cultural and Social Practice Published by the Department of Anthropology, University of Adelaide:

Social Analysis aims to publish articles of a combined theoretical and substantive nature which will address critical issues and problems in the social sciences. The editorial policy will be directed to the publication of articles which are primarily anthropological or sociological in content. This does not exclude contributions from scholars who work in cognate disciplines (e.g. geography, economics, history, politics, psychology) or in the humanities, provided these contributions are directed to deepening the understanding of human behaviour in the political, cultural and social world of ideas and action. As a rule, articles of purely theoretical or review nature which do not develop their argument in relation to original substantive material will not be published in the journal. However, if such articles are of demonstrated high quality, and clearly contribute to the understanding of human social action, they will be seriously considered for publication. Essays which are simply descriptive or ethnographic in content, with no clearly articulated analytical or theoretical position, will not be accepted.

A final objective of the journal is to provide a publishing outlet for articles of high standard which exceed the limitations on length set by many other scholarly journals in the social sciences. Articles which run up to 50 printed pages in published length will be considered. However, printing costs must limit the number of articles of this size published in any one issue.

Three issues of the journal will be published each year. Occasionally, special issues will be published, containing articles oriented around a specific theme. Scholars are invited to make submissions to the Editor concerning themes around which they would like to organize a collection of articles.

The editorial policy is one which will place a premium on the quick processing of articles received for consideration. All contributions will be sent to referees of international repute. Within the constraints of this procedure, the Editor will seek to advise each author as soon as possible whether or not his/her contribution has been accepted, and to indicate when those that are accepted will appear.

Further information may be obtained by writing to the Editor, Social Analysis, Department of Anthropology, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia, 5000.

Annual Subscription Cost:
Payments will be accepted in Australian or United States currency only.
1979 $A16.00; $US20.00 (with special extra length inaugural issue)
1980 $A12.00; $US15.00
1981 $A15.00; $US19.00
1982 $A15.00; $US19.00
Single Copies
No. 1 $A10.00; $US12.00 (special extra length issue)
No. 2 to 4 $A 6.00; $US 7.50 per issue
No. 5/6 $A12.00; $US15.00 double issue
No. 7 to 12 $A 7.50; $US 9.00.

Sample of contents and Special Issue Topics:
No. 1, February, 1979 (Special Inaugural Issue) Ed. Bruce Kapferer
The Power of Ritual: Transition, Transformation and Transcendence in Ritual Practice.
1. Social Analysis Cont.
   Sample of contents and Special Issue Topics Cont:

   Contents:
   Malu Muralalji: Monopsonies in Southern Sri Lanka Fish Trading - Paul Alexander
   Lagos Factory Workers and Urban Inequality - Adrian Peace
   Fringe-camps and the Development of Aboriginal Administration in Central Australia - Jeff Collmann
   A Line on a Map: Bureaucratic Decision Making in a Neo-colonial Context - Kingsley Garbett
   The Problem of Evil in a Millennial Cult: The Case of the Vailala Madness - Anthony Belgrano van Fossen

   Women and Suicide in New Guinea - Christopher Healey
   Notes on Contributors.


   Contents:
   Kenyan Squatter Labour and the Origins of Anti-colonial Revolt - Roy Fitzhenry
   Labour Demands and the "Involution" of Javanese Agriculture - Jennifer Alexander and Paul Alexander
   Symbols and Culture: Some Philosophical Assumptions in the Work of Clifford Geertz - Diane J. Austin
   Comments on "Symbols and Culture" - Steven Kemper
   J.A. Barnes, W.W. Sharrock, Roy Wagner, Don Handelman
   A Reply - Diane J. Austin
   Notes on Contributors.

   Using Oral Sources: Vansina and Beyond
   No. 5/6, Special Issue, Ed. Ross Mouer & Yoshio Sugimoto
   Japanese Society: Reappraisals and New Directions
   No. 7, April, 1981

   Contents:
   Appalachia as a Metropolitan Problem - Allen Wayne Batteau
   The Social Organisation of Religious Difference among the Vapostori weMaranke - A.P. Cheater
   The Root of Power - L.G. Cromwell
   Beyond the Sociology of Underdevelopment: An Hisotirigraphical Analysis of Dependencia and Marxist Theories of Underdevelopment - Richard A. Higgott
   The Erosion of Caste Monopolies: Examples from West Bengal - Beth Goldblatt

   Sorcery and Social Change in Melanesia
   Administrative Frameworks and Clients

   Contents:
   Feasting for Oil Palm - Janice Newton
   Patterns in Bedamini Male Initiation - Arve Sorum
   The Transformation of a Transformation: A Structural Essay on an Aspect of Hawaiian History (1809-1819) - Valerio Valeri
2. The Full Story of Flinders Chase

The Full Story of Flinders Chase
by Samuel Dixon
Facsimile of 1920 Classic
Published by the Field Naturalists' Society of S.A. (Inc.)
to mark its Centenary in 1983

An eye-witness account of the efforts of Society members and other concerned citizens in the dedication of the western end of Kangaroo Island as a nature reserve to be known as Flinders Chase. Samuel Dixon was one of the principals, involved in 13-year negotiations with successive State governments that led to the establishment of the Park under legislation in 1919. He writes with pungency and an acute understanding of the issues - biological and political - affecting the western end of Kangaroo Island: in much the same way as south-western Tasmania is being affected today.

Copies of this publication at $A4.00 plus $0.55 postage in Australia, $0.65 postage overseas per copy, can be obtained by writing to:
The Librarian,
Field Naturalists' Society of South Australia (Inc.),
G.P.O. Box 1594,
ADELAIDE. S.AUST. 5001.
Stating your name and address, number of copies required and enclosing cheque/postal order in Australian currency.